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Drivers

- University rankings & performance metrics
- Open access and open scholarship
- Research integrity & data validation
- Research Evaluation (HERDC | ERA)
- ‘Globalisation of research’ and relationship between ‘collaboration’ and ‘quality’
Researcher (dis)engagement

The academics are miffed that they spent the whole day on admin and got no research done at all. Ultrarealistic Lego.

Research? Dr Gold's current grant only pays for the time she spends applying for other grants.
Browse Results (560 results found)

Display results Default

Refine

Author Name
- Possingham, Hugh P. (273)
- Possingham, H. P. (104)
- Possingham, H. (52)
- Possingham, Hugh (49)
- Possingham, HP (41)

Author ID Number
- Possingham, Hugh (657)
- Wilson, Kerrie A. (68)
- McAlpine, Clive A. (34)
- Klein, Carissa (33)
- Fuller, Richard (33)

Published Date
- 2011 (58)
- 2006 (44)
- 2000 (44)
- 2009 (44)
- 2013 (42)

Display Type
- Journal Article (431)
- Conference Paper (43)
- Book Chapter (29)
- Research Report (2)
- Book (2)

Collection
- School of Biological Sciences Publications (406)
- Ecology Centre Publications (319)

Books (2)

Book Chapters (29)
UQ Author Statistics

Professor Philip Hugenholtz
Affiliate Professor
Affiliate Professorial Rea Fellow
ARC Australian Laureate Fellow
Institute for Molecular Bioscience School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences The University of Queensland Diamantina Institute

A summary of this author derived from eSpace

The publications which are included in this report are those which are included in eSpace for the selected year range (which requires the document to have an assigned published year) for the given staff member.

eSpace publications by year

Publications by UQ Tiered List

Scopus publications in eSpace

Web of Science publications in eSpace
UQ Researcher Identifiers

Researcher identifiers are unique codes to help differentiate between researchers with the same or similar name and ensure that you are getting credit for all of your work.

Here you can easily create and connect research identifiers with the most commonly recognised tools in the scholarly community and connect this identifier to your profile at UQ.

ORCID ➤

ResearcherID ➤

Scopus Author Identifier ➤
Create on Demand workflow

ORCID

ORCID IDs ensure you get credit for ALL of your work

About ORCID

Please choose the option which applies to you

1. I already have an ORCID record
   This option enables you to link your existing ORCID to UQ.
   ➔ Link your ORCID ID

2. I need an ORCID record
   This option enables you to create a new ORCID and link it with UQ.
   ➔ Create a new ORCID ID

3. I'm not sure if I have an ORCID record
   You should only ever have one ORCID so it's always best to check if you already have an ORCID ID. We have auto matched ORCIDs based on your UQ name here, and you can use the search boxes below to search again.
   Please view the profiles, and if you find a match come back and click This is me. Link to UQ next to the appropriate record.
   If you are unable to find a match, then choose option 2 above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Name</th>
<th>Given Name</th>
<th>ORCID</th>
<th>Online Profile</th>
<th>Claim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bignell</td>
<td>Elisha</td>
<td>0000-0003-4136-2377</td>
<td>View ORCID profile</td>
<td>This is me. Link to UQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given Name/s | Family Name | Search Again
-------------|-------------|-----------------
Link existing ORCID

Read your ORCID record
Update your works
Update your affiliations

Allow this permission until I revoke it.
You may revoke permissions on your account settings page. Unchecking this box will grant permission this time only.

This application will not be able to see your ORCID password, or other private info in your ORCID Record. Privacy Policy.

Don't have an ORCID iD? Register.

Email or iD
Password

Forgotten password?

Deny  Authorize
UQ Researcher Identifiers

ResearcherID

ResearcherID is a product developed by Thomson Reuters to uniquely identify researchers and associate researchers with their published works.

About ResearcherID

- I would like to create a new ResearcherID
- I would like to link my existing ResearcherID

Email: aheath@uq.edu.au

* You will need to provide the email address currently associated with your ResearcherID and change your Institution in ResearcherID to the University of Queensland

ResearcherID: A-1234-YYYY

* Please see About for how to locate your ResearcherID

Submit
UQ Researcher Identifiers

Scopus Author Identifier

Scopus Author Identifiers are created automatically when you have had a publication indexed in Scopus.

About Scopus Author Identifier

Complete these 2 steps to check and link your Scopus Author Identifier

Step 1
To collect all of your Scopus publications in one unique Scopus author profile go to the Scopus Author Wizard. (Opens in new tab/window)
You'll need your ID for Step 2.

Step 2
Link your Scopus Author Identifier to UQ.

12345678910

Link
Harvesting to eSpace using ORCID

- Research publication data
  - WOS (still need RID)
  - Scopus

- Reviewing activities
  - via Publons
Rolling out ORCiD

• Making the ORCID brand visible and promoting at every opportunity
• Users never have to enter in their ORCiD number to system
• Soft launch – will target high profile researchers and all new researchers as part of induction process
• Will encourage all RHD students to create an ORCiD – part of our scholarly publishing program
• Work with the ODVCR to incorporate into HERDC, ERA and various training programs eg Essential Knowledge for Research Management Seminar
• User testing – 2 Schools with supportive Research Managers
• Then systematically roll out to all Schools and Institutes
Hoping to:

• Offer upload metadata for Publications and Research Data from eSpace to ORCID profile
• Ingest/Use contact information for staff particularly for dataset contact information when no institutional contact info
• Additional sources of publication data (Crossref/Pubmed?)
• Include ORCID when minting DOIs for Data sets, theses and research reports
You may have heard of Publons....

The University of Queensland Publons Profile

- **85** Reviewers
- **1028** Reviews
- **3078** Merit points
- **6th** on the leaderboard
UQ - Publons Pilot Integration Partnership

- UQ will be the **first university in the world** to integrate Publons data into author metrics
- Pilot announced by Publons on 2 October 2015, during Peer Review Week
- Project officially approved at UQ on 29 October 2015 and development work begun

**Stage 1**: Get Publons identifiers and link them to UQ eSpace, create badges to link out to Publons profiles

**Stage 2**: Full API data capture, UQ Tiered Journal matching + UQ data visualisations
Integrating Publons Identifiers into UQ eSpace

UQ Researcher Identifiers

Researcher Identifiers are unique codes to help differentiate between researchers with the same or similar name and ensure that you are getting credit for all of your work. Here you can easily create and connect research identifiers with the most commonly recognised tools in the scholarly community and connect this identifier to your profile at UQ.

- **ORCID**
  - 0000-0003-4136-2377
  - View details

- **ResearcherID**
  - Link this identifier

- **Scopus Author Identifier**
  - Link this identifier

- **Publons Author Identifier**
  - Link this identifier
Capturing and Visualising Publons Data for UQ

Peer review activity by UQ Tiered List